(an wX^ matrix of the £X£ blocks ay_fc) the wth section block Toeplitz matrix generated by g(X). Notice that the block Toeplitz matrix A n is generally not Toeplitz. Our interest is in obtaining the asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues of A » as n-»<*>. The proof is suggested by an argument given in the one-dimensional case (£ = 1) (see [3] ) and is based on results in the multidimensional prediction problem [5] , If the real number a is sufficiently small in absolute value /(X) = [ip+ag(X)] is positive definite for all X and bounded (I p is the identity matrix of order p). Let Rn^Inp+aAn be the nth section block Toeplitz matrix generated by/(X). Further denote the (i, j)th block element (pXp matrix), i, j = l, • • • , n, of the inverse R" l of Rn by n ri~/\ The basic result on the determinant of the prediction error covariance matrix in the multidimensional prediction problem [5] tells us that
since /(X)/27r can be regarded as the spectral density function of a ^-vector weakly stationary stochastic process. However, 
where X is a random variable uniformly distributed on [ -TT, TT]. Aside from the interest in this result for its own sake, it is clear that it suggests a number of good approximations for the joint distribution of spectral estimates in the case of multidimensional normal stationary processes [2; 4] ,
